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MOCK TEST 01 FOR WBCS MAIN 2018 

FULL MOCK TEST FOR WBCS MAIN 2018 

BENGALI COMPULSORY PAPER 

FULL MARKS 200        TIME : 2.5 HRS 

 

Q1.    ���� “
��� �� ������ ������ ��� �����  � ��� ��” ���� �� �� ��� 
�! � " ����� ��# �� 

��$#�।                     (150 words)  

                 40 Marks 

Q2.  “�4�� �����5 ��5� �� �6� ��7�� 8���5� �#�98 :���;� � ��� � ��� 9��” �<���  =��>� ?@@ 

A�B 
�! �����;�  ��$#�।              40 Marks 

 

Q3. ��D���$� =E#�F�!� ��G�� =�#��� �H�।        

                   40 Marks  

And when the new bride, adorned with her necklace of gold, came into our house, the 
mystery of the inner apartments deepened. She, who came from outside and yet became 
one of us, who was unknown and yet our own, attracted me strangely--with her I burned 
to make friends. But if by much contriving I managed to draw near, my youngest sister 
would hustle me off with: "What d'you boys want here--get away outside." The insult 
added to the disappointment cut me to the quick. Through the glass doors of their 
cabinets one could catch glimpses of all manner of curious playthings--creations of 
porcelain and glass--gorgeous in colouring and ornamentation. We were not deemed 
worthy even to touch them, much less could we muster up courage to ask for any to 
play with. Nevertheless these rare and wonderful objects, as they were to us boys, 
served to tinge with an additional attraction the lure of the inner apartments. Thus had I 
been kept at arm's length with repeated rebuffs. As the outer world, so, for me, the 
interior, was unattainable. Wherefore the impressions of it that I did get appeared to me 
like pictures. After nine in the evening, my lessons with Aghore Babu over, I am 
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retiring within for the night. A murky flickering lantern is hanging in the long venetian-
screened corridor leading from the outer to the inner apartments. At its end this passage 
turns into a flight of four or five steps, to which the light does not reach, and down 
which I pass into the galleries running round the first inner quadrangle. A shaft of 
moonlight slants from the eastern sky into the western angle of these verandahs, leaving 
the rest in darkness. In this patch of light the maids have gathered and are squatting 
close together, with legs outstretched, rolling cotton waste into lamp-wicks, and 
chatting in undertones of their village homes. Many such pictures are indelibly printed 
on my memory. 
 
 

Q4.  ��D���$� =E#�F�!� ���88� (:9��) ��$#� ( �������f � �����  ����� ���� ������� �H�)   

           40 Marks. 

8��#�7� >8�g 
g :h, :� =���� �8�� 
�i ��� ����  ��। 
���-8��#7 �$���g �jE�8��#7 ��� ���� ��; 

=����� :h��� ���g :� ������ :7����-��� :��� l���। 

 

�� :�m�> l���, �� :�m�> ��� ��� 8��#�7� >8� ���g :�g >8� �<jE���� ���� �����g 8��#�7� ����E, ��� 

no��। :�� :p�> :8�� 9f ���� 8��#7 ���# =l��q Ar ��� :��। :����, 
g-�8s 9�f�t ���u���A7 �� �4������A�7� 

8��� �$� �’:� ���� 8��#�7� :��; ��m >�� ����� �w�� ���। h�� :�� 9�� :� ����� ����� ����g ��x� ��� 

:��$, 
g =G�A :� =�� ����� $��;� ��� :��$; �$� =���� y�� ���, =���� z{$ :���� ��� ��y ��� ��। 


g��8 :h-��� 9�f �t� :8��� �8�� =���� �l� # �� h�g, ���� :h :��� =���� ��yg Ar �� ��, ���� �8���� 

�����g ���#; :����, ����� :h��� 8��#7 ����� :h �jE��� ���, 
g 9�f �t ���g ��| ���। 

 

}>�8�� ��7��E 8��#7 
g-:h =���� 
� ��� ��� ���, ���g ~�E 9���� 8��#7 ��8��#�7� A�u� �� �� 

���।  �� ���� $�  ��� :����� 8��#7 
��� ����� A�u�� 
�$��� ��8��� � "  �;��m  :l�� �����8��5�� �$���g 

��ঠ��� ���� ��; :���=��� �����! �� 8��#�7� �G�h��-��>��� ��; :�g �� 
�g ��x� :h ���� � " ��ঠ���� ���� 

������� �y���� z�� �#��>� �����ছ। 
g 
�8�i :���=����� :h��� >�8� =�l� �Ay�� �f�l�5� ��� 8��#�7� �5 9j � 

n���� ���ছ ����� ��� ��� �58� ����� h�� ��। >8���>�� �����>�� ���� 9���� �8���g 8��#�7� ������ : ��� ��-

:h =�#���  ��ছ �� ���A7 ��� ����� :����� ����� :�g; �����g �� ���� ��ছ। 

 

�� ���g :�$� h��F :h, :h-��� :y�i �8���� ���� �8�� 9������ �����>��� �#�h�� ��ছ :�g$���g 

����� 
�G 9������ ����E। :h$���g =��� �� =�����A� :�g �#�h��� :����� ��>� w�; :�g$���g h� =8��। 

 

Q5. “��� 8�� h#�� ��5����l� :�$�~��� 9�������”- ���� 
�! 9�� ��$#�। (200 words)  40 Marks 


